The cascade model is a rule induction methodology that uses the level-wise expansion of a lattice. An attribute-value pair is expressed as an item, and every node in the lattice is specified by an itemset and its supporting instances. If the distribution of the class attribute values suddenly changes along a link in the lattice, the link is represented as a rule "IF item-along-link added on itemset-on-upper-node, THEN class-i". The strength of the rule is measured by the BSS value of the link. In the SAR (structure activity relationship) study, we generate many linear substructure patterns like "NH-C-C-C-OH" from the data set of molecular structures. Matching between a pattern and a molecule leads to an item [pattern: y or n] depending on whether the pattern exists in the molecule. Application of the cascade model to this item data set gives us SAR rules. The resulting rules are examined by referring to the supporting molecular structures. Several rules have led to valuable working hypotheses, including the importance of steric hindrance to the coplanarity of NO 2 to the activity level.
Introduction
The SAR (structure activity relationship) between chemical structures and biological activity has always been an important research field in chemistry and biology. Recent innovations in high throughput screening technology have resulted in a vast amount of SAR data, and new data mining technology is expected to facilitate the drug development process. The principal aim of this paper was to discover SAR rules from the mutagenicity data of some chemical compounds, but we also expect that the mining process used here will be widely applicable to the qualitative SAR recognition problem.
The KDD Challenge 2000 Workshop was held to bring together researchers and practitioners interested in discovering knowledge from real-world databases. 1 One of the target datasets was the mutagenesis activity of 230 aromatic and heteroaromatic nitro compounds compiled by Debnath et al. 2 Their structures and various descriptors were provided by the author (also included in the supplementary materials of this paper).
We analyzed the data set to obtain rules that help in understanding the mutagenicity of chemical compounds at the workshop. 3 The descriptors used were limited to those directly derived from structural formulae. In this paper, we add some physicochemical properties to the descriptor set, and inspect the resulting rules referring structures of the supporting compounds.
The basic mining scheme consists of the following three steps. First, we generate thousands of items from a set of molecular graphs, where each item denotes whether a specific linear substructure pattern is contained in a molecule. Then, we describe each molecule as a set of items like [pattern-1: y, pattern-2: n, …]. Some items representing activity and physicochemical properties are also added. The second step is to apply the cascade model to mine SAR rules. The method can detect specific combinations of substructure patterns leading to high or low mutagenicity. The last step is to polish the rule expression by consulting the compound database so that biologists and chemists can evaluate the results.
Section 2 briefly introduces the cascade model used for the mining process; Section 3 explains the item generation scheme used. The computation procedure and the results obtained for the challenge problem are shown in Section 4, along with the scheme of rule interpretation. Section 5 compares the current results with previous works, and discusses possible improvements in the mining process.
The Cascade Model
The model examines an itemset lattice in which an [attribute: value] pair is used as an item to form itemsets. Links in the lattice are selected and expressed as rules. To evaluate the strength of a rule, the within-group sum of squares (WSS) and between-group sum of squares (BSS) are defined by the following formulae, 5, 6 (1) (2) where i designates an attribute, the superscripts U and L indicate the upper and lower nodes, respectively, n is the number of cases supporting a node; and p i (a) is the probability of obtaining the value a for attribute i. Figure 1 shows the WSS i and BSS i values along with their sample variances. A large BSS i value is evidence of a strong interaction between the added item and attribute i. The textbox on the right in Fig. 1 shows the derived rule. The added item [B: y] appears as the main condition on the LHS, while the items in the upper node are placed at We can control the appearance of attributes on the LHS by restricting the attributes in the itemset node. On the other hand, the attributes on the RHS can be selected by setting the minimum BSS i value of a rule (min-BSS i ) for each attribute. Items on the RHS of a rule do not need to reside in the lattice. This is in sharp contrast to association rule miners, which require the itemset, [A: y; B: y; D: y; E: n] to derive the rule in Fig. 1 . These characteristics of the cascade model make it possible to detect rules efficiently. 7 However, the most important problem when we use a mining method based on lattice expansion is the combinatorial explosion in the number of nodes,. The pruning method based on the constraint of BSS values can overcome this problem to a certain extent. 8 This is especially important in a problem with thousands of attributes. The cascade model was implemented as DISCAS software using lisp, and is used in this work.
Item Generation from Graphs
Our objective is to provide an itemset expression of a molecular structure. The items generated are handed to DISCAS, which gives us SAR rules. The items do not need to restore the original structural formula. However, a chemist needs to understand the meanings of the items, and must be able to use the resulting rules to guide the process of molecular design. Since some specific substructure is often necessary for a biological activity to appear, it is natural for an item to have a meaning, whether or not a substructure pattern exists in a molecule. That is, we must provide understandable fingerprints.
The number of all possible substructure patterns in a set of molecular graphs is usually too large to be used in the analysis. We introduced the method of relative indexing of vertices to limit the number of patterns.
Relative indexing of vertices
This method was originally proposed to generate items from syntactic parse trees, 9 but has been extended to provide linear connected subgraph patterns from chemical structural formula. Figure 2 shows an example of a structural formula and a set of substructure patterns derived from it. Hydrogen atoms are regarded as attachments to heavy atoms. Here, every pattern consists of two terminal atom parts and a connecting part along the shortest path. For example, the pattern at the bottom of the left column uses atoms <1> and <6> as terminals, and the connecting part is described by "=C-C-C-", which shows the sequence of bond types and element symbols along the path, <1>=<2>-<3>-<5>-<6>. An aromatic bond is denoted as "r". The description of a terminal atom includes the coordination number (number of adjacent atoms), as well as whether there are attached hydrogen atoms.
In this example, we require that at least one of the terminal atoms is a heteroatom or an unsaturated carbon atom. Therefore, no pattern appears between tetrahedral carbon atoms <3> and <5> in Fig. 2 . Patterns consisting of a single heavy atom like C3H and O2H have also been added to the items. The itemset based on these patterns can be regarded as constituting of a kind of fingerprint of the molecule, and is similar to the descriptor set Klopman used in the CASE system. 
Substructure pattern generation using various schemes
The substructure patterns in Fig. 2 are just examples. The coordination number and/or hydrogen attachment in the terminal atom part may be omitted. The connecting part is also subject to change. For example, we can cut element symbols or bond types, and use just the number of intervening bonds as the connecting part. Conversely, we can add coordination numbers and/or the hydrogen attachment to the atom descriptions in the connecting part. There is no a priori criterion to judge the quality of various substructure pattern expressions. Only after the discovery process can we judge which type of pattern expression is useful. As a preliminary survey to check the usefulness of various expressions, we used 3 schemes for the terminal atom part, and combined them with 3 schemes for the connecting part. The names of the columns and rows in Table 1 show this scheme used for item generation.
We applied this item generation scheme to the mutagenicity data set described below. The number of generated patterns ranged from several hundred to more than two thousand. Most of the patterns appear in a few cases or in almost all cases. Such patterns with an unbalanced distribution are automatically omitted in the actual computation process of DISCAS, because the pruning condition always prevents such items from entering the itemset of a lattice node.
Each cell in Table 1 depicts the result of computation from a combination of the row and column schemes. The first number to the left of "→" shows the number of substructure patterns generated. The second number to the right of "→" shows the number of patterns actually used in the cascade model calculations. Preliminary cascade model calculations result in a set of rules that does not use items derived from LogP or LUMO. The number of rules in the first rule set and the sum of squares value explained by these rules are shown to the right of each cell. Here, we set the pruning parameters to minsup = 0.1 and thres = 0.1.
We can see that the number of patterns generated increases as the pattern description goes into detail. However, there is no general tendency in the number of patterns used or in the explained sum of squares values. When we inspect the resulting rules generated by the cascade model, rules using a simpler item description are very hard to interpret, as the item expressions are very different from those in the language of chemistry. On the other hand, we can easily associate a rule with the structures of the supporting compounds, if the item is expressed in detail. Therefore, we use the item generation scheme shown in the upper left corner of Table 1 in the rest of this paper. This leads to linear substructure patterns, like those in Fig. 2. 
Results and Discussion

Details of computation
Debnath et al. compiled mutagenicity data on 230 aromatic and heteroaromatic nitro compounds. 2 The SDF dataset in the supplementary materials is used for the SAR study (see attached files). Each record contains a chemical graph with activity, LogP, and LUMO values attached.
The cascade model cannot treat continuous variables directly. Therefore, we categorized numerical attributes by visually inspecting histograms using splitting values: activity (-90, 0, 3); LogP (2, 4, 6); and LUMO (-2.5, -1.5). The four categories of activity are inactive, low, medium, and high, and their respective percentages are 15.2, 44.3, 30.9, and 9.6%. The BSS value of the categorized activity was calculated assuming that each category is nominal.
The item generation process provided 2,044 substructure patterns, as depicted in Table 1 , and the items corresponding to these patterns constitute a feature vector for every molecule. The item dataset was analyzed using DISCAS software, with the pruning conditions set to minsup = 0.05 and thres = 0.1. Seventy-seven substructure patterns remained to be used for this pruning condition. DISCAS generated a lattice containing 1, 98, 2,240, 6,324 nodes at lattice levels with 0-3 items, respectively. It took 147 seconds to create all 8,663 nodes using a PC equipped with a 266-MHz Pentium II.
A link was selected as a candidate rule if its BSS exceeded 2.3 (1% of the number of instances). There were 229 candidate links, and they were expressed using three rule sets to facilitate inspection by the user. The rules in a rule set were selected so that their supporting instances did not overlap and the rules were maximally independent of each other. The first rule set contained 11 rules, and these are expected to be the most interesting; the second and third rule sets contained 14 and 13 rules, respectively.
Two rules can be regarded as different sides of the Each cell depicts the number_of_generated_items → number_of_items_used; sum_of_squares_explained (number_of_rules_in_the_first_rule_set).
same reality if they share the same supporting instances.
Although there appeared to be many rules in the second and third rule sets, their supporting instances were the same as for some of the rules in the first rule set. Therefore, the results shown in the following subsections are drawn from the rules in the first rule set. The BSS value of the strongest rule is larger than that in the previous work, 3 and we can judge that the current results can give us deeper insight for SAR recognition.
Interpretation of rules
Rules derived from itemset representation are not directly understandable. The bottom line shows the detailed distribution of the activity levels (inactive, low, medium, high) for the compounds before and after applying the main condition. In this rule, we can see that the main condition has shifted the distribution to higher activity levels.
DISCAS can write optional RHSs on request. A sample of an optional RHS for the above rule is shown below. An attribute-value pair and its change in percentage are depicted if it has high correlation with the main condition.
THEN C3rCrCrC-N-O1 = y 68.2% → 100.0%; BSS: 4.36 This substructure pattern is shown as III. As its percentage becomes 100% after applying the main condition, the conjunction of patterns II and III should be regarded as the real main condition. Retrieval of the data set showed that these patterns can be unified to give a larger pattern, IV. Consideration of other optional RHSs led us to conclude that V should be the substructure pattern for the main condition of this rule.
The retrieval of substructure V showed that all 43 compounds supporting this rule share substructure VI, while none of the excluded 114 compounds contain it. Therefore, this rule can be stated as "After we exclude fused polynuclear aromatic compounds, IF a 4-nitrobiphenyl (VI) substructure exists in a compound, THEN it is expected to be more mutagenic than otherwise."
Another interesting interpretation scheme was necessary for the main condition of the following rule. Nitrogen atoms in the pre-and main conditions mean an NO 2 group. Then, this rule tells us that there is neither a CH group nor a substituted carbon atom at the para position from the NO 2 group in an aromatic ring. Actually, NO 2 substitution occurs at the nonaromatic 5-membered rings in all 17 compounds supporting this rule. Therefore, reference to the database is essential to interpret a rule. We used Spotfire structure visualization software to access structural formulae indicated by a rule. Table 2 shows the main conditions, as well as the preconditions of the 11 rules in the first rule set. The number of compounds and activity distributions are shown before and after applying the main condition. They are ordered by the effective BSS values, defined by BSS • #new_cases / #supporting_cases. Here, a new_case means a compound that has not appeared in the supporting cases of the previous rules.
Structure activity relationships
The main condition of the first rule, a high LUMO level, applies to the compounds with substructure VII resulting in decreased activity. The same main condition appears in rule 6 without any precondition. That is, the effect of a high LUMO in decreasing the activity is stronger with this precondition. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the activity concerned with the first rule. Here, the upper and lower bar charts correspond to the compounds with and without VII, respectively. A bar chart illustrates the distribution of activity levels using LUMO categories as the x-axis. We can see that the effect of a high LUMO level is stronger in the upper chart. Some of the compounds supporting this rule are depicted to the right in Fig. 3 . Red circles indicate substituents at the ortho position from NO 2 . As they share no characteristic electronic property, we can suggest steric hindrance as the reason for the lower activity. That is, if a substituent violates the coplanarity between an aromatic ring and NO 2 , LUMO with a high energy level might lose mutagenic activity. The compound in the upper left corner of Fig. 3 does not have any steric hindrance, and the above hypothesis seems not to apply. However, another molecule may coordinate the nitrogen atom in the pyridine ring and it may cause some steric hindrance. Table 2 shows the characteristics obtained using other rules. Of these, rules 2, 3, 8, and 11 give us meaningful substructures and narrow activity ranges. Rule 10 shares most of its conditions with rule 3, and the difference in their supporting compounds shows the lower mutagenicity of p-nitrophenylketones. These results Upper chart: compounds with VII, Lower chart: compounds without VII, : inactive, : low, : medium, : high. should be regarded as material for further studies to give fruitful ideas for toxicologists.
Histogram
Concluding Remarks
Let us compare our results with those obtained by regression and ILP (inductive logic programming) methods. Debnath et al. performed a regression analysis of this data set, and pointed out the importance of LogP and LUMO. 2 They introduced two indicator variables representing characteristic substructures in order to attain reasonable adaptation of regression formula. One was whether three or more fused rings exist, and the other indicates the presence of aceanthrylene substructure. The importance of these fused rings has been recognized in rules 3, 4, 8, and 10 in Table 2 . The importance of LogP and LUMO was also detected by rules 1, 5, 6, and 9 in our study. Regression analysis of a set of compounds selected by rules may lead to more precise results using LogP and LUMO.
King et al. used the ILP method to detect substructures affecting the mutagenicity. 11 They included partial charges of atoms calculated by a semi-empirical MO method. Their results contained 6 substructures, four of which used the partial charge to express the characteristic substructures. The resulting substructures contained naphthalene rings, biphenyls, and five-membered rings. Our results include these substructures, and enabled more detailed analysis. Consequently, the current method gives more suitable results for interpretation by chemists and biologists.
The structural diversity of the compounds in the data set forced the division of the compound library in the regression analysis, and this was inherited by the ILP study. However, it is not always easy to divide compounds into several libraries in a reasonable way. The current method treats all compounds uniformly, which is another benefit. Apriori-based graph mining is another method used to analyze this entire data set. Its results also suggested the importance of steric hindrance in nitro benzenes to the mutagenicity. 12 The scheme employed in this paper was first proposed in our previous paper. 3 Recently, a quite similar approach was employed to analyze HIV data, using linear fragment features and modified association rule mining scheme. 13 Further studies are necessary to judge the adequateness of descriptors and mining schemes employed in these works.
Last, we must note that the pruning condition used in our study is too tight to mine all meaningful rules. Since the DISCAS system simulates a database in memory, the number of nodes in the lattice is limited. As a result, we could not obtain links with fewer supporting instances. For example, the current computation could not perceive 17 compounds with an NH 2 group, although all of them have low or medium activity levels. 
